Discounted Gift Trust
Guide for ﬁnancial advisers

Introduction
Usually, where an individual gifts an asset into a trust and
subsequently they continue to retain access or obtain a
beneﬁt from it, it is considered by Her Majesty’s Revenue
and Customs (HMRC) to be a Gift with Reservation of
Beneﬁt (GROB).
However, HMRC do accept that properly structured
trusts which carve out rights before a gift is made are
not subject to GROB. One such structure is RL360°’s
Discounted Gift Trust (DGT).
Our DGT allows your client to gift their off shore bond
into a trust, which is held for the ultimate beneﬁt of their
nominated beneﬁciaries, whilst providing the client with a
series of withdrawals (retained rights) which are payable for
the client’s life unless the trust fund is exhausted prior to
death. These withdrawals must be speciﬁed at outset and
cannot be varied thereafter. It is advisable for the client to
spend these withdrawals otherwise they will increase the
value of their estate for Inheritance Tax (IHT) purposes.
Prior to setting up the trust, the Settlor’s life is
underwritten to establish that they are insurable (in
accordance with HMRC guidelines) thus attaching value
to their retained rights.
As the retained rights are carved out for the Settlor
absolutely, they are not deemed to be part of the gift they
have made to the trust for IHT purposes. As such, the IHT
value of the gifted fund is discounted.

Our DGT can be established with either a ﬁxed or a
ﬂexible class of beneﬁciaries. If the Settlor is conﬁdent
that they will never need to change their beneﬁciaries, the
trust would be established on a ‘Bare’ Trust basis. If the
Settlor is likely to require more ﬂexibility, the trust would
be established on a ‘Discretionary’ Trust basis.
Apart from the difference in the ﬂexibility of beneﬁciary,
the choice of trust provisions also determines whether
there may be any initial and ongoing IHT charges on the
trust fund.
When set up under a Bare Trust the value of the gifted
fund is a Potentially Exempt Transfer (PET) for IHT
purposes. Providing the Settlor survives 7 full years
from the date the trust is established, the full value of
the gifted fund will be outside of their estate for IHT
assessment purposes.
Where the trust is established using the discretionary
trust provisions, the transfer to the trust is a Chargeable
Lifetime Transfer (CLT). If the value of the discounted
gift is more than the Settlor’s available nil rate band (the
nil rate band is £325,000 for the tax year 2017/2018) the
excess will be chargeable to IHT at 20%. This excess can
potentially be reduced by a further £6,000 if the client(s)
have not used their annual IHT exemption of £3,000 for
both the current and previous tax years.
* Whilst we can advise a discount, only HMRC can agree
it.

Should the Settlor die within 7 years of creating the
trust, providing they were deemed to be insurable by our
underwriters, HMRC should* agree to ‘discount’ the value
of the transfer by the value of the Settlor’s retained rights.
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General features of the trust
• The trust can be established with single or joint Settlors.

This example is for a male Settlor aged
65 who is in good health and is taking
5% annual withdrawals from the policy. It
assumes an initial investment of £100,000
into the gifted fund. Based on this, 64.7%
of the transfer value will be immediately
exempt from IHT. All growth on the initial
investment into the gifted fund is outside of
the Settlor’s estate from day one.

• It can be created with just a gifted fund or a gifted and
an access fund.
• The creation of the gifted fund part of the trust is a
‘discounted’ Potentially Exempt Transfer or Chargeable
Lifetime Transfer.
• The Settlor is not a beneﬁciary of the gifted fund but is
the sole beneﬁciary of the access fund (if established).
• The access fund is available to the Settlor upon request.
• The trust is established with a single premium policy as
the underlying asset.

Initial investment (Sterling)

• It is also possible to make additional investments
(however, not to an existing RL360° Services bond), or
to incorporate other assets into the trust at a later date.
Any further transfers to the bond will be apportioned in
the same proportion as that directed by the Settlor at
the time of the initial transfer. For example, if the initial
transfer was 75% to the gifted fund and 25% to the
access fund, any further transfers would be apportioned
in the same way. Where other assets are added to the
trust the Settlor must specify the percentage split
between the Gifted and Access Fund. Where no such
split is speciﬁed it shall be assumed that the assets are
to be held in the Gifted Fund.

100,000
64.7%
35.3%
Amount exempt from IHT immediately

• The Settlor’s income is not restricted to the initial capital
but rather, provided for life or until such time as the
trust fund is exhausted.

Remaining....

• The trust will avoid probate assuming there is a
remaining trustee alive at the time of the death of the
last life assured on the bond.

exempt from IHT after 7 years
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Suitability
Our DGT might be suitable for individuals who:
• are UK or deemed UK domiciled for Inheritance Tax
purposes
• are looking to reduce the value of their estate for
Inheritance Tax purposes
• can afford to gift away any potential growth on their
existing capital
• are in good health
• require an immediate reduction in Inheritance Tax

Establishing the trust as a Bare trust might be suitable
for individuals who:
• wish to create a discounted potentially exempt transfer
for IHT purposes
• wish to avoid reporting requirements to HMRC
• have speciﬁc beneﬁciaries in mind.
Establishing the trust as a discretionary trust would be
suitable for individuals who:
• require ﬂexibility as regards their choice of beneﬁciaries.

• are nervous of making a gift of the whole of their
investment and who may require access to predetermined capital payments from the trust
• want to ensure that if necessary, there is access to an
emergency cash sum
• may wish in the future to add further monies/assets to
the trust.
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Frequently asked questions
How does the DGT work?
Example: Mr and Mrs Adams have the following assets
and liabilities.

2. Our DGT enables the Trustees to make payments to
beneﬁciaries during the Settlor’s lifetime.

Assets & liabilities

Income

House
(no mortgage)

Pension income net £15,000

£580,000

House contents £40,000
Bank deposit

£450,000

Deposit income
(net)

£15,500

Other
investments

£150,000

Other investment
income

£5,000

Total net worth £1,220,000 Net income

If say, the tax treatment of bonds changes in the future, the
Trustees could surrender the bond and invest in a range of
collective investments, even during the life of the Settlor.

£35,500

If Mr and Mrs Adams die today, they have a potential
IHT liability of £148,000 on their combined estates of
£1,220,000.
£1,220,000 gross estate less £850,000 (2 x NRB @
£325,000 & 2 x RNRB* @ £100,000) = £370,000 @ 40%
= £148,000.
*Residence Nil Rate Band (RNRB) for the 2017-18 tax
year.
On the recommendation of their IFA, they invest
£450,000 in the DGT, taking annual withdrawals of 5%
from the bond. Mr Adams’ gift is valued at £225,000,
giving a discount of £138,638 (61.6%). Mrs Adams’ gift is
also valued at £225,000, giving a discount of £138,638
(61.6%). £172,724 remains in their estate.

The Trustees can make distributions to a beneﬁciary
during the Settlor’s lifetime; however they must be certain
that the trust fund is sufficiently robust to ensure that the
Settlor will be provided with an income for life, even after
a payment has been made to a beneﬁciary.
Example: Three years after creating their DGT, George,
one of Mr and Mrs Adams’ two teenage grandchildren,
has the chance of travelling with his school to Peru to
hike the Inca Trail. The cost of the trip is £3,000 but his
parents are ﬁnding it difficult to raise the cash due to
temporary cash ﬂow problems.
The Adams appointed themselves and their accountant
as Trustees. With the accountant’s help, they calculate
that the trust fund is sufficiently large to maintain the
speciﬁed income payments to the Adams, even after the
advancement of £3,000 to George.
The Trust Fund stands at £450,000 and the Trustees
withdraw £3,000, from the gifted fund and pay the same
to George’s school.
(Please note that where a Settlor is UK resident and
currently receiving their maximum cumulative 5% tax
deferred allowance from the bond, then any withdrawals
made by the trustees from the bond to advance to a
beneﬁciary will create a chargeable excess which will be
assessable on the Settlor if they are UK resident).

(Discounts are based on an age attained of 67)
Mr and Mrs Adams’ taxable estate has been reduced by
£277,276, saving a potential £110,910 in IHT, whilst their
income has increased by £7,000 per annum. As follows:
Assets & liabilities
House
(no mortgage)

Income

£580,000 Pension income net £15,000

House contents £40,000
Other
investments

£150,000 Other investment
income

DGT

£172,724

DGT withdrawals

Total net worth £942,724 Net income

£5,000
£22,500
£42,500

How is RL360°’s DGT different from other discounted
gift schemes available?
Our DGT offers a number of features not commonly
available with other schemes. The top ﬁve are listed below:
1. Our DGT is trust based.
This means that, although the trust is created by assigning
a bond into trust, it is the trust that determines what the
Trustees can and cannot do with the trust fund, not the
bond itself.

3. Our DGT enables a Settlor to top up his or her
arrangement.
The Settlor can choose to make additional contributions
to the RL360° bond, although not to an RL360° Services
bond. These will be added to the gifted fund and (if
chosen) the access fund, in the same proportions as
the original transfer. Furthermore, the same percentage
withdrawal on the bond as applied to the initial transfer
will apply to any subsequent transfers. If the value of
any additional transfer is to be discounted, the Settlor
must be underwritten again to determine continued
insurability. It is also possible to add other investments
into the trust at a later date. In this situation the Settlor
must specify whether the assets are to be held in the
Gifted and/or the Access Fund and in what proportion. If
no percentage split is indicated the additional investments
will be assumed to be held in the Gifted Fund.
4. Our DGT offers an optional “rainy day” fund, known
as the Access Fund.
With most Discounted Gift Trusts, the only part of the trust
fund to which the Settlor has access is their retained rights,
which having been ﬁxed at outset, cannot be changed.
What however, if a client is really interested in the beneﬁts of
a Discounted Gift Trust but is unsure of their future capital
requirements? Our DGT has the added beneﬁt of an optional
access fund which is held for the Settlor absolutely.
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Frequently asked questions continued
Example: Mr and Mrs Adams, on the recommendation
of their IFA, transferred £450,000 to the DGT, taking
withdrawals of 5%.
However, as they are uncertain of their need for capital
in the future, £75,000 is held in the access fund and
£375,000 in the gifted fund. The discounted value of the
gifted fund is £231,000, thus leaving £144,000 remaining
in their estate.
Assets & liabilities

Income

House (no
mortgage)

£580,000

Pension income
net

House contents

£40,000

Other
investments

£150,000

Other investment £5,000
income

DGT 1

£219,000

DGT “income”

£22,500

£15,000

Total net worth

£989,000

Net income

£42,500

Taxable estate
reduced by

£231,000

Income
increased by

£7,000

at a later date. The effect of this will be to reduce the
discount available.
Assuming £500,000 is invested, with no access fund,
then if Mr Smith elects to receive income payments of
£25,000 annually beginning at the end of the ﬁrst year,
the available discount will be £323,404.
As he has elected to receive income payments of
£25,000 annually beginning at the end of the ﬁfth year,
the available discount will be £218,767. So although the
discount is reduced if the income is deferred, the discount
is still immediate and any growth on the initial transfer
into the gifted fund is outside of the Settlor’s estate from
day one.
Must the Settlor’s life be underwritten?
Yes! If the Settlor is not underwritten at the time the trust
is created, then should they die within 7 years of creating
the trust, HMRC are unlikely to agree to any discount. We
will not offer underwriting services to those clients aged
85 or over.
Why is this?
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Including the access fund of £75,000

Mr and Mrs Adams’ taxable estate has been reduced by
£231,062, saving a potential £92,425 in IHT, whilst their
income has increased by £7,000 per annum.
Should they ﬁnd that their retained rights are insufficient,
they can request that the trustees appoint some or all
of the access fund back to them. Please note however,
that this could create a chargeable gain for income tax
purposes. This would be assessable on the Settlor.
Furthermore, should the clients ﬁnd that they no longer
need some or all of the access fund, it can be gifted to
the Trustees. This will increase the trust fund available
for the intended beneﬁciaries, whilst having the potential
to further reduce the Settlor’s estate for IHT valuation
purposes at the same time. Depending upon the choice of
trust provisions, any part of the access fund gifted to the
trustees will be a PET or CLT at that time.
The value of the access fund is held by the Trustees for
the Settlor absolutely and remains in their estate for IHT
valuation purposes. As such, the creation of the access
fund is neither a PET or CLT and is therefore, tax neutral.
If the Settlor dies, the value of the access fund will be taken
into account for IHT valuation purposes. However, the
Trustees do not have to appoint any part of the access fund
remaining on the Settlor’s death to his or her estate.
On death, the value of the access fund is passed
automatically to the trust to be held for either the bare or
discretionary beneﬁciaries. This would be a Chargeable
Transfer.
5. Our DGT enables a Settlor to defer his or her income
entitlement from outset.
Example: Mr Smith, aged 65, does not require income
from his DGT at outset. He can choose to defer his
income payments for up to ﬁve years, however he
must make this choice at outset and cannot change it

HMRC argue that the Settlor’s retained rights have little
or no value if a hypothetical purchaser could not insure
the life of the Settlor against the value of those rights.
Furthermore, in their Discounted Gift Schemes Technical
Note, HMRC conﬁrmed that they had been unable to
ﬁnd any evidence that it is possible to effect cover on
lives older than 90 next birthday. HMRC therefore regard
lives older than that, true or equivalent (mortality rated),
as being uninsurable with the resultant ramiﬁcations in
respect of the gift value.
We have experienced difficulties in the past in assisting
the personal representatives of deceased Settlors in
negotiating a discount with HMRC. One reason for this is
the lack of life cover available for Settlors aged 85 or over.
Therefore, we believe that 84 is the maximum age that
the majority of UK insurers would provide life cover on a
whole of life basis. For this reason, we will not underwrite
any Settlor who is 85 or over.
Whilst we will not underwrite any Settlor either aged or
rated 85 or more, we will issue an illustration indicative
of the amount of discount that could be achieved
subject to successful negotiations between the personal
representatives of the estate and HMRC. However, due
to the fact we will not have underwritten the Settlor’s
life, we will not be able to assist in helping to prove that
the deceased was insurable at the time the trust was
established.
This could also affect Settlors in good health who
are under the age of 85 attained at the time of the
establishment of their DGT but who are over that age
when a top up is made.
Does the bond need to be encashed on the Settlor’s death?
Providing there is a surviving life assured, or a capital
redemption bond (CRB) has been selected, the bond can
remain in force as a tax efficient investment of the trust.
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Frequently asked questions continued
Can the Trustees make distributions to a beneﬁciary
during the Settlor’s lifetime?
Yes they can. However, they must be certain that there
are sufficient monies in the trust fund to provide the
Settlor with an income for the rest of his or her life.
Furthermore, if UK resident, any distributions from the
bond in excess of the bond’s cumulative 5% allowance will
trigger a chargeable excess which will be assessable on
the Settlor.

In addition, the assignment of the gifted rights into the
trust should not constitute a gift with reservation, as the
Donor is speciﬁcally excluded by the terms of the trust
deed from being able to beneﬁt from the gifted rights.
Has RL360°’s DGT been independently appraised?
The documentation used for our DGT has been produced
in consultation with Tax Counsel.
For a joint settlor trust, what are the implications of
either one or both settlors dying within seven years of
creating the trust?

Are there not anti-avoidance rules that target the use of
insurance products for this kind of planning?

If a husband and wife or civil partners set up the bond
jointly for Inheritance Tax purposes, each is treated as
having made half the investment. However since the
capital repayments will continue until the death of the last
surviving Settlor, each Settlor’s expected repayment stream
will be actuarially calculated on a separate basis. Therefore,
if each Settlor were to die during the initial seven year
period, they would each have a different discount amount
with which to off set against their own gift.

The 1986 Finance Act contains rules to prevent the
avoidance of Inheritance Tax where life assurance bonds
or a combination of bonds are used to provide income
to a Settlor, whilst giving investment returns to the
beneﬁciary of a trust. These rules were speciﬁcally aimed
at the PETA plans that were being marketed in the 1980s.
Schedule 20 Paragraph 7 of this Act reads as follows:
‘where arrangements are entered into under which:

Where a Settlor dies, the repayment stream will continue
until the death of the surviving Settlor.

a) There is a disposal by way of a gift which consists of
or includes, or is made in connection with a policy of
insurance on the life of the Donor or his spouse or on
their joint lives and

Assuming there is an additional life assured or a capital
redemption bond has been selected, what are the
trustee’s options upon the death of the last Settlor on
either a solely or jointly settled trust?

b) The beneﬁts which will or may accrue to the donee as a
result of the gift vary by reference to beneﬁts accruing
to the Donor or their spouse (or both of them) under
that policy or under another policy (whether issued
before, at the same time as or after that referred to in
paragraph (a) above, the property comprised in the
gift shall be treated for the purposes of (s102) as not
enjoyed to the entire exclusion … of the Donor’.

If they wish, the trustees can continue to hold the bond
in trust or distribute all or part of the trust fund to the
beneﬁciaries.
In this latter situation the trustees can choose whether to
cash in the bond themselves, take advantage of any unused
5% cumulative allowance or assign the legal ownership of
an appropriate number of individual bond segments to the
beneﬁciaries for possible encashment outside the trust.

This would catch the use of a conventional single
premium insurance bond on the client’s life written in
trust, where under the bond regular part surrenders
are paid to the Settlor for the rest of his life, with the
balance of investment beneﬁts paid to the beneﬁciaries
of a trust. Clearly the client would not know at outset
how long he or she is going to live and how many part
surrenders he or she will receive. The longer the client
lives the more the client will take from the trust fund and
conversely, the sooner he or she dies, the less he or she
will take. This will clearly have an impact on how much
or how little is left in the trust for the beneﬁciaries so
the donee’s beneﬁts (ie those remaining within the trust
fund) clearly vary by reference to the beneﬁts being
paid to the Donor under the bond.

By assiging the ownership of the relevant bond segments
to the beneﬁciaries prior to surrender, this moves the
income tax liability for a chargeable gain from the Settlor,
if within the same tax year as the Settlor passing away or
trustees if in the new tax year, to the beneﬁciary at his/her
own marginal rate. As a result, the relative tax positions of
the Settlor, the trustees and the beneﬁciaries are likely to
inﬂuence the decision of the trustees.
Will the Settlor be charged Income Tax under the PreOwned Assets Legislation?
Schedule 15 of the Finance Act 2004 does not apply
to the settled property of the DGT and therefore in this
respect, an income tax charge cannot be ﬁxed on the
Settlor. In addition it has been conﬁrmed that the Settlor
does not reserve any beneﬁt in the settled property for
IHT purposes, apart from his or her contingent interest and
neither does he or she have an interest in possession in the
settled property. In short therefore the pre-owned assets
legislation does not have any impact on the DGT.

Why isn’t this a problem?
Quite simply, we believe that paragraph 7 does not apply,
even though the donees’ beneﬁts vary by reference to the
Donor’s. This is because the Donor’s beneﬁts arise under
the terms of a trust deed and not under a bond (as would
be required for Para 7 to apply).
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Frequently asked questions continued
Will the regular capital payments to the Settlor be treated
as income and taxed accordingly?
In considering this aspect of the DGT, Counsel cited
Stevenson v Wishart (1987) 1 W.L.R. 1204, where it was
established that recurring capital payments to which the
payee is entitled as capital (and not merely to top up his
income) are not to be treated as income. The Trust wording
supplied by us has been carefully drafted following advice
from Counsel to insure that a Settlor’s entitlement is to
capital payments only.
Important notes
For ﬁnancial advisers only. Not to be distributed to, nor
relied on by, retail clients.
Inheritance Tax is a complex area and as such your client
must take professional advice.
Please note that every care has been taken to ensure that
the information provided is correct and in accordance with
our current understanding of the law and Her Majesty’s
Revenue and Customs (HMRC) practice as at June 2017.
You should note however, that we cannot take on the
role of an individual taxation adviser and independent
conﬁrmation should be obtained before acting or refraining
from acting upon the information given. The law and
HMRC practice are subject to change. Legislation varies
from country to country and the policyholder’s country of
residence may impact on any of the above.
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